CASE STUDY
HIPAA One® Engages With Small Idaho Family Practice To Help Gauge Compliance With HIPAA Regulations

Small Idaho Family Practice is an independent, physician owned primary care medical clinic with three doctors and one physician assistant whose been providing outstanding health care to their patients for the past three decades.

THE CHALLENGE
Small Idaho Family Practice had been using EMRs (electronic medical records) since 1994. The practice had never performed a HIPAA Security Risk Analysis and needed an expert HIPAA consultant to help them gauge their compliance and attest for meaningful use.

Teri, the office manager of the facility was introduced to HIPAA One® after working with the North Idaho Health Network and spending countless hours struggling with complicated spreadsheets.

ENTER HIPAA ONE®
Steve Marco, CEO of Modern Compliance Solutions and owner of HIPAA One® provided Teri and the Small Idaho Family Practice “four intense days of on site consultative services” that helped “make them aware of processes and procedures that needed to be put in place as soon as possible” to help them become HIPAA compliant.

THE RESULT
A full HIPAA Security Risk Analysis was performed by HIPAA One® helping to identify processes and procedures that needed to be put in place as soon as possible to ensure HIPAA compliance.
Teri stated that “having Steve go through the process with us gave me a sense of security that if our clinic were to be audited, we’d have a documentation trail and be able to show that we went through an analysis, be able to show what we found, and what we’re doing to course correct”.

When asked what Teri liked best about working with HIPAA One®, she stated, “It was very nice to have someone physically on site with us to work through this. I needed him here with me and definitely gave me peace of mind”.

When questioned if Teri and her clinic would be working with HIPAA One® again she responded, “yes, the HIPAA One® platform is a very valuable tool and we believe in it!”

ABOUT HIPAA ONE®

HIPAA One® is the leading provider of HIPAA Security & Privacy Analysis software online. Our software and consulting services help minimize vulnerabilities in your organization’s process and technologies.

For more information about HIPAA One®, our team, services, or software solution, please visit http://www.HIPAAOne.com today!